1. **Learning Objectives:**

4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(4e) Develop an appropriate choice of a risk mitigation strategy for a given situation (e.g., reinsurance, derivatives, financial contracting), which balances benefits with inherent costs, including exposure to credit risk, basis risk, moral hazard and other risks.

**Sources:**

ERM-122-14: Captives and the Management of Risk (chapter 1)

**Commentary on Question:**

*This question sought to test candidates on various aspects of captive insurance and how it differs from commercial insurance.*

**Solution:**

(a) Explain why this captive would qualify as an Alternative Risk Transfer (ART) program.

**Commentary on Question:**

*Most candidates received at least partial credit for this question. Those who defined ART but did not evaluate it in the context of this situation received partial credit.*

ART requires the innovative use of risk financing techniques and utilization of an alternative mechanism to finance risk.

This captive would qualify as an ART because the captive is offshore and is subject to the same regulatory requirements as CYP. Having a captive also means that CYP will be retaining some of the risk, so both criteria are satisfied.
1. Continued

(b) CYP’s CFO has proposed creating an offshore Pure Captive with the following characteristics:

- The captive cannot pursue its own external reinsurance business.
- The offshore location has similar capital requirements but a lower tax rate.
- Two accountants and an administrative assistant will be hired to run the captive from the offshore location.

(i) Explain why a Pure Captive might be preferred over other types of captives for CYP.

(ii) Critique the characteristics of the proposed Pure Captive.

(iii) Describe two additional key actions that need to be completed with respect to establishing the Pure Captive.

Commentary on Question:
Candidates generally did well on this part. For subpart (i), candidates received only partial credit if they described a pure captive without saying why it was preferred in this situation. For subparts (ii) and (iii), reasons other than those shown below were eligible for credit if they were supported by a coherent explanation. More credit was given for demonstrating the ability to critique the pure captive of CYP and address additional key actions related to CYP; less credit was given if candidates elaborated on the concept of a pure captive in subpart (i) but did not connect their responses with CYP’s circumstances as described in the question.

(i) A captive is an insurance company that is wholly owned and controlled by its insureds.

A pure captive is different from other captives because it only insures the business that CYP decides to send it. No outside business from another company will be sent to the captive (e.g., a joint ownership captive), and CYP is not paying fees to send its business to the captive (e.g., “rent-a-captive”)

(ii) CYP should set up an actual office and hire or contract people who are insurance professionals and who know the offshore location’s rules.
- CYP should leave open the option for pursuing outside business, as it may be complimentary to CYP’s products, or even supplement its earnings.
1. Continued

(iii)
- Obtain an insurance license for operating in the offshore location.
- Understand the rules and regulations for operating in the offshore location, especially reporting and tax regulation.

(c) You are employed by the consulting firm that CYP has hired to perform its actuarial services. CYP’s CEO has asked you to offer an opinion on whether CYP should retain this business or cede it to a captive.

(i) Evaluate the three key elements that distinguish a captive from a commercial insurer for CYP.

(ii) Recommend whether CYP should use a captive. Justify your answer.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates received partial credit for this part, but very few demonstrated enough detail to receive full credit. For subpart (i), relevant points other than those shown below were eligible for credit, but most candidates did little more than list some or all of the three elements without providing any evaluation. For subpart (ii), any recommendation with appropriate justification was eligible for credit; most candidates received at least partial credit.

(i)
1. The insurer is putting its own capital at risk
   - CYP is not transferring the risk away; it still retains the risk.
   - The captive would have recourse to CYP’s capital if the captive was in default.
   - However, CYP would still have control over the captive because it has a vested interest in the company.
2. The captive would be working outside the commercially regulated market for insurers
   - There is a risk that CYP’s regulators may step in or take a keen interest in the workings of the captive.
   - Using a captive may involve a complicated legal structure, which has risks.
   - Off-shore location has a different regulatory authority which may view taxes and earnings differently than the current regulator.
3. The captive is used by CYP to achieve its risk financing objectives
   - This gives CYP better control over the risks taken than an alternative such as reinsurance.
   - The captive may have better opportunities to achieve returns because it is not constrained by the Canadian regulatory regime.
   - The captive could insure outside risks to diversify CYP’s business.
1. Continued

(ii) One recommendation is that CYP should not use a captive. Reasons include:
- CYP does not have its own actuarial staff and would have to rely on consultants to set up the captive.
- CYP does not already have a captive so there is operational risk in setting one up.
2. **Learning Objectives:**

2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

5. The candidate will understand the concept of economic capital, risk measures in capital assessment and techniques to allocate the cost of risks within business units.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(2c) Analyze and evaluate risk aggregation techniques, including use of correlation, integrated risk distributions and copulas.

(4a) Demonstrate and analyze applicability of risk optimization techniques and the impact of an ERM strategy on an organization’s value. Analyze the risk and return trade-offs that result from changes in the organization’s risk profile.

(5a) Describe the concepts of measures of value and capital requirements (for example, EVA, embedded value, economic capital, regulatory measures, and accounting measures) and demonstrate their uses in the risk management and corporate decision-making processes.

**Sources:**
RISK Appetite: Linkage with Strategic Planning Report

ERM-119-14: Aggregation of Risks and Allocation of Capital

**Commentary on Question:**

*The question was intended to assess candidates’ ability to calculate RAROC, as well as the usage of a correlation matrix. In addition, the question tests candidates on their understanding of how to use RAROC to make business decisions such as optimizing business risk.*

**Solution:**

(a) You are given the following correlation matrix for the three product lines in 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Homeowners</th>
<th>CAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeowners</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Continued

(i) Calculate the Risk Adjusted Return on Capital (RAROC) for each product line and the company in total. Show all work.

(ii) Analyze the profitability of the product line with the lowest RAROC.

Commentary on Question:
Candidates generally did well on this part. Partial credit was awarded to candidates who solved product line RAROC but were unable to calculate total company RAROC, as well as for candidates who calculated the total company PV of required capital. Most candidates answered the question as described below, but full credit was also awarded for candidates who calculated the total company Required Economic Capital and then prorated to solve for PV of Required Economic Capital.

(i)  
RAROC = PV of After-tax earnings / PV Required Economic Capital

RAROC\text{Specialty} = 1.0 / 5 = 20\%

RAROC\text{Homeowners} = 6.0 / 40 = 15\%

RAROC\text{CAT} = 27.0 / 450 = 6\%

Required Economic Capital after Diversification = \left[5^2 + 40^2 + 450^2 + (2 * 0.2 * 5 * 40) + (2 * 0.2 * 5 * 450) + (2 * 0.2 * 40 * 450)\right]^{1/2}
= \left[212,305\right]^{1/2}
= 460.77

RAROC_{\text{total}} = (1.0 + 6.0 + 27.0) / 460.77 = 7.38\%

(ii) The CAT line has the highest profit margin among all three product lines, being the main contributor to the underwriting profit in terms of amount. However, the profit margin measure does not reflect the risks the company has taken. Its RAROC of 6\% is the lowest, i.e., the lowest risk-adjusted return. This is because CAT is known for having low-frequency high-severity losses.

(b) Orange has developed the following risk appetite statement.

Orange has a long-term aggregate RAROC target of 10\%. The company will earn at least 6\% RAROC with a probability of 98\% in each year.

(i) Assess Orange’s compliance with its risk appetite statement.

(ii) Analyze Orange’s business mix with respect to the company’s RAROC.
2. Continued

Commentary on Question:
Candidates generally did well on this section. In order to receive full credit on subpart (i), candidates needed to explain that a single year of sales is insufficient to judge compliance with the 10% long-term target and/or that Orange needs to do additional modeling or assume a probability distribution to assess compliance with the requirement of 6% RAROC with a probability of 98%.

(i) Orange’s 7.38% RAROC is below the long-term target of 10%, but we cannot tell if they will be in compliance over the long-term because we only know about one year’s result. Orange’s RAROC this year is above 6%, but we need more information on the probability distribution in order to tell whether it will meet the 6% target 98% of the time.

(ii) The CAT line produces a much lower RAROC than the other two product lines, but more than half of Orange's business comes from the CAT line. This results in the relatively low overall RAROC of the company. In order to improve on its RAROC, the company should consider increasing its capacity for the other two lines or reducing CAT sales.

(c) There will be no rate increases in 2019. The 2019 business mix plan needs to address the following requirements.

I. Collected premiums for each product line must be at least 90% and at most 150% of those in 2018.

II. For product lines with sales increase in 2019, collected premiums must be proportional to the collected premiums for those product lines in 2018.

III. The required economic capital for the business written in 2019 needs to be lower than the expected available economic capital of $150 million.

Assume the following:

- The diversification between product lines results in a 30% reduction in required capital for business written in 2019.

- The ratio of the required capital to collected premiums in any year for each product line is constant.

(i) Calculate the maximum total premium increase from 2018 to 2019 if Orange aims to maximize overall RAROC, subject to requirements I through III. Show your work.
2. Continued

(ii) Orange has added a requirement that the aggregate RAROC target of 10% needs to be met by the business written in 2019.

Verify that a total premium increase of $12 million from 2018 to 2019 satisfies this requirement. Show your work.

Commentary on Question:
Candidates generally performed poorly on this section. Many candidates omitted the section, and many others misinterpreted requirement II. Requirement II intended to make the premium growth rates of Specialty and Homeowners the same percentage.

Full credit was awarded on subpart (i) for candidates who solved for the $14 million increase and proved that requirements I through III were met.

Full credit was awarded on subpart (ii) for candidates who calculated the new premium amounts, proved that requirements I through III were met, and calculated the correct RAROC. The most common answer is shown, but an alternate solution with Specialty at 15, Homeowners at 45, and CAT at 57 was accepted. Candidates who did not follow requirement II but answered the rest of the question correctly were awarded partial credit.

(i) Given CAT has the lowest RAROC among all three product lines, a relative shift from CAT to Homeowners and Specialty would increase RAROC. The premium increase for Specialty and Homeowners should be as much as possible subject to requirements I and II, and the decrease for CAT line should be as much as possible subject to requirement I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Original Premium</th>
<th>Premium Increase %</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>New Premium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>+50%</td>
<td>10*(1+0.5)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeowners</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>+50%</td>
<td>30*(1+0.5)</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>60*(1-0.1)</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total premium = 15 + 45 + 54 = 114
$14 million premium increase
2. Continued

Required economic capital increases at the same rate as the premium increase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Increase %</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>New Required Economic Capital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>+50%</td>
<td>5*(1+0.5)</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeowners</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>+50%</td>
<td>20*(1+0.5)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>150*(1-0.1)</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total company Required Economic Capital = (1 - 0.3) * (7.5 + 30 + 135)
= 0.7 * 172.5
= 120.75

So requirement III is met.

(ii) We will keep the $6 million (or 10%) decrease in CAT premium, so the total increase in Specialty + Homeowners is 12 - (-6) = $18 million.

In order to meet requirement II, the sales growth in Specialty and Homeowners must be at the same rate.

10 + 30 + 18 = 10 * (1+x%) + 30 * (1+x%)
x% = 45%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Original Premium</th>
<th>Premium Increase %</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>New Premium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>+45%</td>
<td>10*(1+45%)</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeowners</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>+45%</td>
<td>30*(1+45%)</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>60*(1-0.1)</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PV of after- tax earnings:
1.0 * (1 + 0.45) + 6.0 * (1 + 0.45) + 27.0 * (1 – 0.1)
= 1.45 + 8.70 + 24.3
= 34.45

Solve for Orange’s PV of Required Economic Capital:
(1 – 0.3) * [5 * (1 + 0.45) + 40 * (1 + 0.45) + 450 * (1 – 0.1)]
= 0.7 * 470.25
= 329.18

Total Company RAROC = 34.45 / 329.18
= 10.47%

which is higher than 10%.
3. **Learning Objectives:**

4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(4a) Demonstrate and analyze applicability of risk optimization techniques and the impact of an ERM strategy on an organization’s value. Analyze the risk and return trade-offs that result from changes in the organization’s risk profile.

(4h) Analyze funding and portfolio management strategies to control equity and interest rate risk, including key rate risks. Contrast the various risk measures and be able to apply these risk measures to various entities. Explain the concepts of immunization including modern refinements and practical limitations.

(4i) Analyze the application of Asset Liability Management and Liability Driven Investment principles to Investment Policy and Asset Allocation.

**Sources:**

ERM-111-12: Key Rate Durations: Measures of Interest Rate Risks

ERM-112-12: Revisiting the Role of Insurance Company ALM within a Risk Management Framework

**Commentary on Question:**

*Candidates were tested on the ability to analyze interest rate risk, knowledge of risk optimization techniques, and the application of asset liability management principles to investment policy and asset allocation.*

**Solution:**

(a)

(i) Compare and contrast the use of key rate durations and effective duration for quantifying interest rate risk.

(ii) Verify that the missing key rate duration is 1.44. Show your work.

(iii) Verify, using the effective duration, that the key rate durations have been calculated correctly. Show your work.
3. Continued

Commentary on Question:
Candidates performed fairly well on subpart (i), recognizing the uses of effective and key rate durations but did not perform well on subparts (ii) and (iii). The expectation for (ii) was that candidates would calculate key rate durations using the formula provided in the source and would then calculate effective duration in (iii) to verify. Full credit was given for both parts if effective duration was used in subpart (ii) to back out the 1.44 value and recognize that the solution would be the same for subpart (iii). Most candidates used some form of the effective duration calculation so that the first principles key rate duration calculation was rarely attempted. Common errors included using modified duration instead of effective duration and continuous interest rates instead of annual effective rates as was stated in the question body.

(i)
- Effective duration measures the risk of a parallel shift in the yield curve, whereas key rate durations measure the risk of a shift over a specific portion of the yield curve only
- Effective duration is often inadequate in measuring interest rate risk as the yield curve rarely moves in a parallel fashion. Key rate durations are more effective due to their ability to quantify all types of changes
- Key rate durations are more useful in analyzing complex options and creating replication portfolios compared to effective duration

(ii)
- Calculate the present value of cash flows prior to the shock: 
  \[ \text{sum}(\text{CF}_t/(1+i)^t) = 2834.62 \]
- The shocked interest rate to use in year 4 is 0.1/2 = 0.05%
- Calculate the present value of cash flows after the shock:
  \[ 600/(1.005)+200/1.008^2+800/1.013^3+1000/1.0205^4+400/(1.03)^5 = 2830.53 \]
- Calculate the KRD: 
  \[ -(2,830.53 – 2,834.62)/2,834.62/.001 = 1.44 \]

(iii)
- From subpart (ii) the base PV is 2834.62
- The shocked PV, adding 0.1% to each rate, is 2826.07
- Effective duration: 
  \[ -(2,826.07 – 2,834.62)/2,834.62/.001 = 3.02 \]
- \[ \text{Sum(KRD)} = 3.02 => 0.21 + 0.14 + 1.44 + 1.23 = 3.02 \]
3. Continued

(b) The Chief Investment Officer (CIO) has recommended using surplus volatility as the only risk measure instead because it covers both asset and liabilities.

(i) Compare and contrast the "bottom-up" and holistic ALM/SAA approaches.

(ii) Explain how ABC Life's approach would need to change in order to use surplus volatility instead of asset-only volatility as the risk measure.

(iii) Critique the CIO's recommendation.

Commentary on Question:
Candidates performed well on this part of the question. For full credit, candidates needed to recognize the independence of surplus, as this applied to both subparts (i) and (ii). Many candidates recognized that only using one risk measure in subpart (iii) was inadequate and provided several recommendations for others.

(i) The bottom-up approach focuses on assets backing reserves independent of surplus whereas the holistic ALM/SAA considers the entire asset portfolio in aggregate to first optimize risk-adjusted returns within capital constraints and risk tolerance levels while simultaneously determining the most effective constraint for ALM.

(ii) When using a surplus volatility risk measure there is an interaction between the liability segments and the surplus segment. Therefore, ABC Life would need to take a more holistic approach and consider the entire portfolio in aggregate rather than the silo approach currently used.

(iii) • The CIO is correct that asset-only volatility ignores half of the balance sheet (i.e. the liabilities). Incorporating a risk measure that accounts for both liabilities and assets such as surplus volatility can provide more information.
• However, risk measures allow us to assess the effectiveness of different investment strategies by understanding the tradeoff between risk and return. Viewing the solution under a single risk metric as recommended does not provide a complete picture.
3. Continued

(c)

(i) Match labels A, B, and C to the approaches listed above. Justify your answer.

(ii) Recommend which approach to use. Justify your answer.

Commentary on Question:
Candidates performed well on this part of the question. Most were able to deduce which graphs aligned with each description and provide an appropriate recommendation. While there was a clear 'best' recommendation, credit was awarded for other recommendations with reasonable justification.

(i) • Letter A = approach 2 – Based on the first graph, portfolio volatility vs. net excess yield, we can see that A minimizes the portfolio volatility for any given net excess yield. This is consistent with the "Minimize asset-only volatility" portion of approach 2. If we look at the fourth graph, duration gap vs. net excess yield, we can see that A has a minimal duration gap for any net excess yield. This is consistent with the "while constraining the asset-liability duration gap" portion of approach 2.

• Letter B = approach 3 – Based on the second graph, surplus volatility vs. net excess yield, we can see that C and B are minimizing surplus volatility for a given net excess yield. This implies that they correspond to the two approaches that minimize surplus volatility risk (i.e. approach 1 or 3). If we look at the fourth graph, duration gap vs. net excess yield, we can see that B has a minimal duration gap for any net excess yield. This is consistent with the "while constraining the asset-liability duration gap" portion of approach 3.

• Letter C = approach 1 – As noted above, the second graph implies B and C are minimizing surplus volatility for a given net excess yield. If we look at the fourth graph, duration gap vs. net excess yield, we can see that C has a larger duration gap for any net excess yield. This is consistent with the "while relaxing the asset-liability duration gap" portion of approach 1.
3. Continued

(ii)

- Approach B is recommended.
- Approach A minimizes asset-only risk, which ignores half of the balance sheet and is therefore not recommended.
- Approach C can achieve a lower surplus volatility for a given level of net excess yield as seen in the surplus volatility graph. However, this is achieved by relaxing the asset-liability duration gap as seen in the asset/liability duration graph. The larger asset liability duration gap results in higher capital requirements for approach C as seen in the required capital graph and is therefore not recommended.
4. **Learning Objectives:**

1. The candidate will understand the types of risks faced by an entity and be able to identify and analyze these risks.

2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

5. The candidate will understand the concept of economic capital, risk measures in capital assessment and techniques to allocate the cost of risks within business units.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(1c) Identify and assess the potential impact of risks faced by an entity, including but not limited to market risk, currency risk, credit risk, counterparty risk, spread risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, hazard/insurance risk, inflationary risk, environmental risk, pricing risk, product risk, operational risk, project risk and strategic risk.

(2d) Apply and analyze scenario and stress testing in the risk measurement process.

(4j) Demonstrate risk management strategies for other key risks (for example, operational, strategic, legal, and insurance risks).

(4k) Apply best practices in risk measurement, modeling and management of various financial and non-financial risks faced by an entity.

(5d) Propose techniques for allocating/appropriating the cost of risks/capital/hedge strategy to business units in order to gauge performance (risk adjusted performance measures).

**Sources:**

ERM-126-15: ORSA - An International Requirement (Section 3.1 and Section 4.1)

ERM-107-12: Strategic Risk Management Practice, Anderson and Schroder, 2010 Ch. 7 Strategic Risk Analysis

ERM-117-14: AAA Practice Note: Insurance Enterprise Risk Management Practices (pages 4-26)

ERM-120-14: IAA Note on Stress Testing and Scenario Analysis

Risk Appetite: Linkage with Strategic Planning Report
4. **Continued**

ERM-119-14: Aggregation of risks and Allocation of Capital (Sections 4-7)

**Commentary on Question:**
This question focuses on strategic risk analysis: risk assessment and measurement, evaluation of its impact on capital, and ultimately decision-making utilizing risk-adjusted performance measures.

**Solution:**
(a) Assess the appropriateness of the CRO’s proposal.

**Commentary on Question:**

The purpose of this question is to test the candidate’s understanding of ORSA and how this framework can be used to undertake strategic risk analysis. It is more than simply a compliance framework, as it is often envisioned.

Candidates received full credit if they successfully assessed each component separately and demonstrated their understanding of ORSA as a strategic risk analysis framework. Those candidates who simply described the many components of ORSA without relating it to strategic risk analysis did not demonstrate that they understood the concept of ORSA from the desired perspective.

ORSA is an appropriate framework for strategic risk analysis because:

**Risk management:**

ORSA requires that risk analysis be performed continuously and embedded in normal operations. This approach can be leveraged to perform strategic risk analysis as well.

ORSA takes a holistic, enterprise-wide point of view, which is also essential for evaluating strategic options.

**Capital management:**

Strategic options must be evaluated based on their impact on the overall capital of XYZ, both actual, projected and allocated.

This evaluation must be done prospectively and be aligned with strategy.
4. Continued

Business strategy:

XYZ must integrate the results of the two previous steps into its strategic decision-making.

This process must be integrated and used by management and the Board to decide whether it should pursue an international expansion using risk-adjusted performance measures.

(b) The CRO proposes that you use the PESTEL method to perform a preliminary strategic risk identification analysis.

(i) Describe advantages and disadvantages of the PESTEL method for XYZ.

(ii) Identify, using the PESTEL method, the strategic risks that XYZ may face.

(iii) Propose an alternative risk identification method that may improve XYZ’s assessment. Justify your response.

Commentary on Question:

The purpose of this question is to test the candidate’s understanding and application of a particular qualitative method in assessing strategic risk.

For the PESTEL method, students had to state advantages and disadvantages, and then apply the method by classifying external threats and opportunities provided. The purpose was not to elaborate on more threats as some candidates did.

Additionally, students had to propose and describe an alternative risk identification method that could enhance the XYZ’s risk evaluation. Some students wrote about an alternative risk management method, which was not the purpose of the question.

Globally, this question was answered well by most candidates.

(i)

Some of the advantages of the PESTEL method are:

- The method is conceptually simple and easy to implement.
- It focuses on identifying general environmental risks, creating a foundation for assessing industry- and company-specific risks.
4. Continued

- It encourages XYZ to establish a regular environmental scanning of potential developments and external factors to capture a broad amalgam of risks.

Some of the disadvantages are:

- It is based solely on qualitative assessment. There is no quantification per se, therefore it is harder to translate risks into impact on XYZ in terms of ranking or prioritization of risks.
- It might be too narrow in its approach: risk categories might be too narrow/non-inclusive, some important risks might be ignored.
- It is less formalized than developing scenarios, thus unable to anticipate drastic or abrupt changes that may occur over time.

(ii)

Although presented in this manner, these factors intersect many categories, both causes and effects.

Political:
- Changes in social programs affecting customers in terms of their long-term sustainability.

Economic:
- Low interest rates by historical standards.
- Unknown economic impact of climate change. Linked with Environmental.

Social:
- New challenges: longevity and changing family patterns.
- Demographic changes and migration patterns.

Technology:
- Online-insurance intense competition.
- Insurance Tech and artificial intelligence entail an unknown future.
- Big data and predictive modelling opportunities.

Environmental:
- Climate changes and its unknown impact on investments. Linked with Economic.
4. Continued

Legal:
- New international capital regulation. *Linked with Economic.*
- Privacy regulations resulting from technological advances. *Linked with Technology.*

(iii)

*The following are a sample of acceptable responses.* Other accepted responses include, but are not limited to, Risk Influence Matrix/Causal Loop, Case Study, and Group Risk Identification.

SWOT analysis. The advantage of this method is that it also considers both strengths and weaknesses of XYZ, the ability of the organization to be resilient to threats, and the capacity/willingness to take advantage of opportunities.

A Risk Map can be created to analyze the frequency and severity of strategic risk. However, capital is not estimated explicitly. A Risk Timing Map can be implemented, which is a modified version of a static risk map, measuring the evolution of risk over time.

The Delphi method can be implemented where experts, in rounds, determine and then refine their findings on risks and opportunities. It focuses on a wider range of issues than PESTEL and can be used for more complex topics.

(c) Describe four shortcomings of the assessment methodology used for this analysis.

**Commentary on Question:**

*The purpose of this question was to test the knowledge of candidates concerning the scenario methodology and how scenarios can be used in the context of strategic risk analysis.*

Some candidates simply commented on the results as shown in the table without referring to the underlying theory and best practices of scenarios as described in the source material. This was not the purpose of the question.
4. Continued

Some of the shortcomings that can be inferred from the table and the proposed theory are:

- Some scenarios are limited in their assessment to potential short-term developments only while others focused solely on long-term ones. Some scenarios focused on threats only, while others focused on opportunities. Prospective, synthetic and option-like scenarios should be done consistently between all potential expansion options.

- The advantage of scenarios, compared to other more limited qualitative methods, is their capacity to define and describe complex situations. They can be expanded and refined as desired. In this case, it appears that the full use of their potential was not realized as they are purely descriptive, their terminology is vague, and content varies with each option.

- There is no account of potential interaction/interdependence between the different threats and opportunities, an aspect that scenarios should consider.

- There is no evaluation of their potential financial and operational impact of each described scenario if XYZ were to pursue one of these options.

(c)

(i) Compare and contrast the following performance measures in terms of their use in strategic decision making. Justify your analysis by performing appropriate calculations.

- ROE
- RAROC
- RARORAC

(ii) Recommend to the Board which strategic expansion should be pursued based on your financial analysis. Justify your recommendation.

Commentary on Question:

The purpose of this question was to test the candidate’s understanding of risk-adjusted performance measures that are used to inform strategic decisions.

Most candidates performed well on this question, calculating the measures correctly and providing sufficient comparison between them. In some cases, the RAROC and RARORAC could be the same depending on the Study Note referenced. Either was considered valid as long as the calculation was done properly.
4. Continued

However, some candidates performed the calculations by integrating all three options simultaneously. This was not appropriate as it was clearly stated in the stem of the question that XYZ was planning to pursue a single option.

Some candidates confounded ROE and RAROC. Importantly, ROE does not account for expected losses while RAROC does.

(i)

ROE:

$$\text{ROE} = \frac{\text{Net Income (Revenue – Costs)}}{\text{XYZ Equity}}$$

European ROE = 5% = 10 / 200
Asian ROE = 25% = 50 / 200
African ROE = -5% = -10 / 200

- ROE – like ROA – is not a risk-adjusted metric. It is based solely on accounting values.

RAROC:

$$\text{RAROC} = \frac{\text{Risk-adjusted return (Net Income – Expected loss)}}{\text{Available Capital}}$$

European RAROC = (10 - 1) / 100 = 9%
Asian RAROC = (50 - 5) / 120 = 33%
African RAROC = (-10 - 5) / 75 = -20%

- RAROC is used by management usually within business units to gauge performance but can also be relevant to shareholders as well.

RARORAC:

$$\text{RARORAC} = \frac{\text{Risk-adjusted return (Net Income – Expected losses)}}{\text{Required Capital}}$$

European RARORAC = (10 - 1) / 54 = 17%
Asian RARORAC = (50 - 5) / 127 = 35%
African RARORAC = (-10 - 5) / 9 = -167%

- RARORAC is more complete than the previous two as it integrates both expected and unexpected losses.
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(ii) The Asian expansion should be pursued if the decision is made using RARORAC as it exhibits the largest value. Even when required capital is not accounted for, the expansion still represents the largest contributor to return. ROE, on a forward basis, will increase which will benefit shareholders. The only concern is the fact that available capital is below required capital. This should be addressed before pursuing this expansion option.
5. **Learning Objectives:**
2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

3. The candidate will understand how the risks faced by an entity can be quantified and the use of metrics to measure risk.

**Learning Outcomes:**
(2a) Demonstrate how each of the financial and non-financial risks faced by an entity can be amenable to quantitative analysis including an explanation of the advantages and disadvantages of various techniques such as Value at Risk (VaR), stochastic analysis, and scenario analysis.

(2c) Analyze and evaluate risk aggregation techniques, including use of correlation, integrated risk distributions and copulas.

(2g) Analyze and evaluate model and parameter risk.

(2h) Construct approaches to modeling various risks and evaluate how an entity makes decisions about techniques to model, measure and aggregate risks including but not limited to stochastic processes.

(3b) Analyze and evaluate the properties of risk measures (e.g., Delta, volatility, duration, VaR, TVaR, etc.) and their limitations.

**Sources:**
ERM-101-12: Measurement and Modeling of Dependencies in Economic Capital (Ch 3-5)

ERM-103-12: Basel Committee - Developments in Modelling Risk Aggregation, pages 72 – 89


**Commentary on Question:**
*Commentary is included below under each part.*
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Solution:

(a) VaR is calculated independently for NorthPole and SouthPole. It is your task to aggregate VaR at the enterprise level.

(i) Determine the 96% daily absolute VaR of aggregate claims for each city. Show your work.

(ii) Determine the theoretical range of the aggregate 96% daily absolute VaR based on the VarCovar method. Show your work.

(iii) Assume claim amounts in NorthPole and SouthPole have a correlation of \( \rho = 0.8 \).

Determine the 96% daily VaR of aggregate claims for both cities combined using the VarCovar method.

(iv) Discuss the appropriateness of the VarCovar method for calculating enterprise capital.

Commentary on Question:

Many candidates struggled with the calculation of VaR in (i), though were generally able to aggregate the calculated VaRs correctly in (iii). Additionally, while most candidates realized that assuming perfect dependence \((\rho = 1.0)\) would result in the highest aggregate VaR, many assumed that the lowest aggregate VaR would result from independence \((\rho = 0.0)\) rather than using \(\rho = -1.0\).

(i) 96% is greater than the 95% of the time claims are based on normal weather.

Thus, we are in the extreme weather category, which is 5%. If we divide the range into 5 parts (the “highest” 5 percentiles), the “breakpoint” of the first part is the point at which 4% of claims will exceed that amount, which is 1/5 of the way through the higher range of both cities:

- $3,400 for NorthPole
- $4,600 for SouthPole
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(ii) Overall VaR using VarCovar method
\[ (\text{VaR}_{NP}^2 + \text{VaR}_{SP}^2 + 2\rho \times \text{VaR}_{NP} \times \text{VaR}_{SP})^{0.5} \]

Using \( \rho \) at the extreme values of -1 and 1, we get the following:

\[ (3400^2 + 4600^2 + 2 \times (-1) \times (3400) \times (4600))^{0.5} = 1200 \]
\[ (3400^2 + 4600^2 + 2 \times (1) \times (3400) \times (4600))^{0.5} = 8000 \]
\[ (3400^2 + 4600^2 + 2 \times (0.8) \times (3400) \times (4600))^{0.5} = 7599 \]

(iii) \( \text{VarCovar} \) only uses a single correlation coefficient calculated over the whole distribution. With VaR, we are more interested in the behavior of the tails of the loss distributions, so the aggregate correlation coefficient may understate tail risk.

However, the \( \text{VarCovar} \) method is easy to compute and could be easier to explain and understand than some alternative methods, e.g. copula.

(b) (5 points) Your manager asks you to perform a simulation exercise to estimate warranty claims for NorthPole and SouthPole. He suggests using Monte Carlo simulation with correlated uniform random variables for this task.

(i) Explain how you would apply Cholesky factorization to address your manager’s request.

(ii) Calculate the Cholesky factors using the correlation coefficient from part (a). Show your work.

You have partially populated the following table using the Cholesky factors from part (b)(ii). \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) represent random draws from a \( N(0,1) \) distribution. Your manager said to initially induce correlation on these variables, producing \( Z_3 \) and \( Z_4 \), before translating them to \( U(0,1) \) variables.

Claim Amount Simulation from 1,000 replications
Ordered from lowest aggregate claims to highest aggregate claims
(iii) Determine the absolute VaR using your manager’s suggested method by completing the above table. Show your work.

While the simulated random variables have a correlation of $\rho = 0.8$, the simulated claim amounts are correlated with $\rho = 0.7$. Your manager suggests the correlation discrepancy may be due to the choice of dependency measure and recommends using Spearman’s rho.

(iv) Explain your manager’s feedback.

**Commentary on Question:**

In subpart (i), most candidates failed to explain the key steps of implementing Cholesky factorization or may not have approached the question by providing a step-by-step outline as desired. Not every step shown below was required for full credit, but full points were awarded if it was clear the candidate understood how the method could be applied to the stated problem.

Calculations in subparts (ii) and (iii) were generally done well. Answers resulting from minor rounding discrepancies in subpart (iii) were awarded full points.

(i) Take the correlation matrix and decompose it (using Cholesky factorization) into an upper and a lower triangular matrix.

Since there are two variables, the lower triangular matrix

$L = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ \rho & (1-\rho^2)^{0.5} \end{bmatrix}$

If $N$ is a vector of two independent normal random variables with unit variance, then the matrix product $LN$ gives two variables of unit variance that have the same correlation as the original correlation matrix.

For each replication, generate two independent normal random variables of unit variance.
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Multiply the matrix product LN.

Determine D = F(x), the value of the distribution function at x, for each of the correlated random variables. D is a uniform random variable from 0 to 1; and the two Ds will have a correlation of 0.8

Determine C = F^{-1}D, the value of the NorthPole and SouthPole claims that gives the same point in the distribution as the correlated random variable (i.e. the inverse distribution method of simulation)

Determine total claims for the replication by summing the simulated claims for NorthPole and SouthPole.

After all replications have been completed, rank from lowest aggregate claim cost to highest and find the 96th percentile. This is the simulated VaR.

(ii) \[ L = \begin{bmatrix} 1,0 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} \rho, (1-\rho^2)^{0.5} \end{bmatrix} \]

Where \( \rho = 0.8 \),

\[ L = \begin{bmatrix} 1, 0 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} 0.8,0.6 \end{bmatrix} \]

(iii) Correlated Normal random variables: 1.52 and 0.8 * 1.52 + 0.6 * 1.39 = 2.05

\[ P(Z \leq 1.52) = 0.94 \]

\[ P(Z \leq 2.05) = 0.98 \]

Point on the NorthPole claim distribution = .94/.95*1000 = 989

Point on the SouthPole claim distribution = (.98 - .95)/.05 * 3000 + 4000 = 5800

Total claims = 989 + 5800 = 6789

The 96 percentile is the 0.96*1000 = 960th observation. The 960th observation is 6789.
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(iv) The Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.8 was calculated based on empirical loss data. The simulation exercise does not impose this correlation on the losses themselves, but rather on the loss percentile for a given distribution. Instead of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, we can calculate a rank correlation metric such as Spearman’s rho or Kendall's tau, and use this value in the simulation based on Cholesky factorization.

Spearman’s rho has the property that it is invariant under monotonic scaling of the losses because it depends only on the relative rank of the observations within a data set rather than the actual values of the observations. Therefore, rank correlation does not depend on marginal distributions of both variables.

(c) After rerunning the analysis in part (b) using Spearman’s rho, your manager explains that this method is equivalent to simulation using a Gaussian copula. You are evaluating the following options:

- Monte Carlo Simulation using a Gaussian Copula
- Monte Carlo Simulation using an Archimedean Copula
- Copula methods should not be used

(i) Describe the pros and cons of the two copulas listed.

(ii) Identify three key considerations for determining the most appropriate option.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates were able to describe the key relevant attributes for the two copulas in (i). In general, discussions regarding additional considerations were focused on copula choice (often by reiterating items from (i)) and seemed to ignore the fact that “not using copulas” was also an option.

(i) Gaussian copulas are easy to simulate, but do not have distributions that can be described in closed form and do not exhibit tail dependence.

Archimedean copulas required advance techniques for simulation, have distribution that can be described in a closed form, and capable of modeling tail dependence.
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(ii) Examples of additional considerations:

Does empirical data suggest that correlation between NorthPole and SouthPole losses is not constant over time? We may need a copula if empirical data suggest correlation changes under extreme weather circumstances.

Is there enough data available to accurately calibrate a copula model?

Is the potential aggregate loss significant enough to warrant addition complexity in the modelling approach?

(d) Describe one key advantage and one key disadvantage for each of the following methods as they pertain to Pleasant Air's analysis:

I. VarCovar

II. Simulation using Cholesky factorization / Gaussian Copula

III. Simulation using Archimedean copula

Commentary on Question:
Many candidates did not focus their responses on the pros and cons of each method given the situation described in the stem, i.e. adding additional cities to the company’s portfolio. Therefore, answers tended to be an overly generalized comparison of each method.

I. VarCovar –

Simple, which is important as the number of cities expands, but not necessarily accurate, as it does not consider variations in correlation along the distribution (i.e. ignores tail correlation), which may be important for cities that are close to each other.

II. Simulation Using Cholesky Factorization/Gaussian Copula –

Easy to simulate, which is important as the number of cities expands (otherwise you could have models that quickly become unmanageable); but cannot exhibit tail dependence, which may be important for cities that are close to each other.
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III. Simulation Using Archimedean Copula –

Can be calibrated to model tail correlation, which may be important for cities that are close to each other new locations are added; however, it requires advanced techniques to simulate, which could be difficult to understand and evaluate.
6. Learning Objectives:
5. The candidate will understand the concept of economic capital, risk measures in capital assessment and techniques to allocate the cost of risks within business units.

Learning Outcomes:
(5a) Describe the concepts of measures of value and capital requirements (for example, EVA, embedded value, economic capital, regulatory measures, and accounting measures) and demonstrate their uses in the risk management and corporate decision-making processes.

Sources:
ERM-123-14: S&P Enterprise Risk Management Criteria
ERM-501-12: Risk Based Capital-General Overview

Commentary on Question:
This question tests the candidate’s ability to knowledge of regulatory capital and rating agency requirements, particularly extensions of requirements into corporate strategy. This question also tests the candidate’s ability to make decisions and recommendations, including providing support or explanation for how a determination was made. Candidates generally did not demonstrate the depth of knowledge required for this question.

Solution:
(a) The CEO has asked you to evaluate the three blocks. PQR has $5 million of seed money available for the acquisition and capital support.

(i) Describe the risks associated with each RBC component identified above.

(ii) PQR evaluates each block separately. For example, when evaluating block A, blocks B and C are ignored.

Populate the missing RBC Ratio values in the table. Show all work.

(iii) Evaluate the pros and cons of each block for PQR.

Commentary on Question:
Subpart (i) required candidates to describe the risks associated with the RBC components given. Many candidates simply listed the risks and did not describe them. Descriptions of each risk were required for full credit.
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Subpart (ii) required candidates to calculate RBC ratios and show work supporting the calculations for each of the potential acquisition blocks. Very few candidates received full credit. Nearly all candidates failed to recognize that when a block is acquired that PQR would pay the purchase price, leaving the seed money less the purchase price as PQR’s TAC. This was required for full credit. Many candidates made assumptions for TAC, with resulted in partial credit. However, some candidates recalculated the ACL and used this for TAC, resulting in RBC ratios very close or equal to 100%. Candidates that did so did not demonstrate appropriate depth of knowledge and subsequently received only partial or no credit.

Subpart (iii) required candidates to evaluate the pros and cons of each block for PQR. Candidates generally were able to evaluate pros and cons of each block, however very few candidates related the blocks to PQR. Full credit required either one pro or con statement for each block and that the statement related to PQR. Candidates were not required to have the correct responses from subparts (i) and/or (ii) to receive full credit on (iii).

(i) C0: Asset Risk – Affiliates: This is the risk of default of assets for affiliated investments. The parent company is required to hold an equivalent amount of risk-based capital to protect against financial downturns of affiliates.

C1: Asset Risk – Other: This is the risk of default of principal and interest or fluctuation in fair value of assets.

C2: Insurance Risk: The life insurance risk factors calculate the surplus needed to provide for excess claims, both from random fluctuations and from inaccurate pricing for future level of claims.

C3: Interest Rate Risk: The interest rate risk encompasses the risk of losses due to changes in interest rate levels. The factors in this calculation represent the surplus necessary to provide for a lack of synchronization of asset and liability cash flows.

C4: Business Risk: Business risk for life insurers is based on premium income, annuity considerations, and separate account liabilities. Also, included in business risk exposures is litigation.
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(ii) Step 1: Calculate TAC = 5,000,000 - Price for each block
Step 2: RBC = TAC / ACL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>ACL</th>
<th>Block A TAC</th>
<th>Block B TAC</th>
<th>Block C TAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block A</td>
<td>820,000</td>
<td>1,500,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block B</td>
<td>1,360,000</td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
<td>1,800,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block C</td>
<td>710,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(iii) Block A – Block A is not appropriate to purchase. Its RBC is at the company action level (150-200%) while the other blocks are much higher (both above 250%).

Block B – Block B has a high concentration of both asset risk and investment / market risk. This aligns nicely with the hedge fund expertise of the parent company / investment advisor.

Block C – Block C has most of its capital tied up in insurance risk. PQR has hired several actuaries with strong mortality background, so this block aligns nicely with that expertise.

(b)

(i) You anticipate that PQR’s Emerging Risk Management and Strategic Risk Management subfactors will be scored as Negative by S&P.

Assess each of the remaining three ERM score subfactors for PQR. Justify your answer.

(ii) Determine PQR’s expected overall ERM score. Justify your answer.

(iii) Recommend two improvements to PQR’s ERM program to increase the overall ERM score to the next level. Justify your recommendation.

Commentary on Question:
Subpart (i) required candidates to assess each of the three remaining subfactors for PQR. Most candidates did very well on this subpart. Full credit required correct identification of each of the three remaining subfactors, correctly scoring the subfactor, and providing supporting statements for the subfactors.

Subpart (ii) required candidates to determine PQR’s overall ERM score. Most candidates struggled with this subpart. Many candidates continued to use the positive, neutral, negative rating scheme as was used for the subfactors. Candidates were not required to have correctly scored the ERM subfactors in subpart (i) to receive full credit.
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Subpart (iii) required candidates to recommend improvements to PQR’s ERM program that would increase the overall ERM score to the next level. Full credit required two improvements PQR should make, with each requiring a justification. Candidates generally did well, with many receiving full credit.

(i) Risk Management Culture – Neutral
- The PQR Life Board of Directors participation in the ERM process is infrequent.
- PQR Life manages risks within the business units.

Risk Controls – Neutral
- PQR Life has identified and monitors its main sources of material risks.
- PQR Life has a formal limit enforcement policy.

Risk Models – Positive
- PQR Life model limitations are documented and understood within the organization.
- PQR Life has implemented a strict model governance process.

(ii) PQR would be scored as “Adequate.”

Overall, PQR does not satisfy the requirement for “Adequate with Strong Risk Control” because:
- Risk control subfactor is not scored positive
- Strategic risk management is not scored at least neutral
- At least one subfactor was scored negative

Furthermore, the risk controls and risk management culture subfactors are scored at least neutral. A “Weak” score would be assessed if one or both of these were scored negative.

(iii) To increase PQR’s overall ERM score to the next level:

1. Risk control subfactor needs to be scored positive. To be scored positive, the insurer has identified all material risks from all sources and frequently monitors its risk exposures with multiple metrics.
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2. Strategic risk management cannot be scored negative. To be scored as neutral, the insurer’s capital allocation is risk-based but mainly reflects the views of external constituents.

“Adequate with Strong Risk Control” requires:
- Risk control subfactor is scored positive
- Strategic risk management is scored at least neutral
- No subfactor is scored negative
7. **Learning Objectives:**

1. The candidate will understand the types of risks faced by an entity and be able to identify and analyze these risks.

2. The candidate will understand the concepts of risk modeling and be able to evaluate and understand the importance of risk models.

4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(1c) Identify and assess the potential impact of risks faced by an entity, including but not limited to market risk, currency risk, credit risk, counterparty risk, spread risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, hazard/insurance risk, inflationary risk, environmental risk, pricing risk, product risk, operational risk, project risk and strategic risk.

(2f) Analyze the importance of tails of distributions, tail correlations, and low frequency/high severity events.

(2g) Analyze and evaluate model and parameter risk.

(4b) Demonstrate means for transferring risk to a third party, and estimate the costs and benefits of doing so.

(4c) Demonstrate means for reducing risk without transferring it.

**Sources:**

- Embedded Options in Pension Plans
- Pension Risk Transfer
- Corporate Pension Risk Management and Corporate Finance: Bridging the Gap between Theory and Practice in Pension Risk Management
- ASOP No. 51 - Assessment and Disclosure of Risk Associated with Measuring Pension Obligations and Determining Pension Plan Contributions
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Commentary on Question:
Commentary listed underneath question component.

Solution:
(a)

(i) Determine the minimum interest crediting rate that meets Bucks’ goals. Show your work.

(ii) The Investment Officer, Steve Marlin, is more sensitive to the potential severity of failing to fund the NPV of the guarantee and would prefer to be able to fund the 90% CTE level in risk-free assets. Marlin accepts Bucks’ expected annual return objective of exceeding 4.00%.

Determine the minimum interest crediting rate that meets Marlin’s goals. Show your work.

Commentary on Question:
Most candidates performed well on this part. Alternative illustrations that arrived at the same conclusion were awarded full credit. For example, solving for the largest acceptable value of 90% VaR/CTE and comparing against each scenario.

(i)
Set the minimum ICR at the maximum that allows for an expected return greater than 4.00% given that an amount of assets equal 90% VaR is invested in risk-free assets returning 2%, i.e.:

Expected return = \(\frac{2.00\% \times 90\% \text{ VaR} + 8.00\% \times (150,000 - 90\% \text{ VaR})}{150,000}\)

ICR: 5.00%
90% VaR = $101,745
Expected Return = 3.93%, which is lower than the 4.00% requirement \(\Rightarrow\) ICR too high

ICR: 4.50%
90% VaR = $98,809
Expected Return = 4.05%, which is higher than the 4.00% requirement

Therefore, a minimum ICR of 4.50% meets Buck’s goals.
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(ii)
Same as (i) but using 90% CTE.

\[
\text{Expected return} = \frac{(2.00\% \times 90\% \text{ CTE} + 8.00\% \times (\$150,000 - 90\% \text{ CTE}))}{\$150,000}
\]

ICR: 5.00%

\[
90\% \text{ CTE} = \text{Average of 9,001th to 10,000th ranked observations} \\
= \frac{($104,797 + $110,037)}{2} \\
= $107,417
\]

Expected Return = 3.70%, which is lower than the 4.00% requirement → ICR too high

ICR: 4.50%

\[
90\% \text{ CTE} = \frac{($100,786 + $105,825)}{2} \\
= $103,306
\]

Expected Return = 3.87%, which is lower than the 4.00% requirement → ICR too high

ICR: 4.00%

\[
90\% \text{ CTE} = \frac{($96,900 + $99,807)}{2} \\
= $98,854
\]

Expected Return = 4.07%, which is higher than the 4.00% requirement

A minimum interest credit rate of 4.00% therefore meets Marlin’s goals.

(b)
Eureka’s VP of HR is concerned that the salary scale assumed in the simulation is significantly lower than the actual average rate of salary increase the company has observed.

Describe qualitatively how the selected minimum interest crediting rate in (a)(i) would change if the simulation were redone to reflect the company’s actual average rate of salary increase.

**Commentary on Question:**

*Most candidates performed well on this part.*

*Full credit was awarded if the candidate demonstrated understanding of (a) the directional impact that the assumption changes has on the guaranteed liabilities and (b) the directional impact that the change in guaranteed liabilities has on the minimum interest crediting rate.*
For Eureka’s cash balance plan, using a higher salary increase assumption implies a higher amount of liabilities to be guaranteed. Assuming the same expected return objective, the minimum interest crediting rate would have to be decreased.

(c)

(i) Calculate the company’s equity beta prior to the investment, assuming that the beta for liabilities is 0. Show your work.

(ii) Recommend whether or not the CEO should undertake the project based on a WACC approach. Justify your answer.

Commentary on Question:
For subpart (i), many candidates attempted to incorrectly adjust the Market Risk Premium by the risk-free rate.

For subpart (ii), candidates were required to recognize that strategic decisions are to be made using a holistic balance sheet approach, i.e. taking into account pension plan information. Many candidates gauged the project’s return against the 8% WACC given in the question, even though the question specifically states that this assumption ignores the pension plan.

(i)
WACC = Risk-free rate + Asset Beta * Market Risk Premium
8.00% = 3.00% + Asset Beta * 4.00%
Asset Beta = (8.00% - 3.00%) / 4.00% = 1.25

Assets * Assets Beta = Liabilities * Liabilities Beta + Equity * Equity Beta
$500,000 * 1.25 = $200,000 * 0 + ($500,000-$200,000) * Equity Beta
Equity Beta = $500,000 * 1.25 / ($500,000-$200,000) = 2.0833

(ii)
IRR of project = ($105,000/$50,000) ^ (1/10) - 1 = 7.70%

A holistic balance sheet approach should be used to make strategic decisions, so the 8.00% WACC that ignores the pension plan should not be used.

Pension Assets * Pension Asset Beta = Pension Liabilities * Pension Liabilities Beta + Pension Equity * Pension Equity Beta
$205,000*Pension Asset Beta = $100,000*0 + $105,000*1
Pension Asset Beta = $105,000 / $205,000 = 0.5122

Operating Assets * Assets Beta + Pension Assets * Pension Assets Beta
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\[ \text{WACC (including pension plan)} = 3.00\% + 1.04 \times 4.00\% = 7.16\% \]

7.70% Project IRR > 7.16% WACC (incl. pension plan), therefore the CEO should undertake the project.

(d) Eureka’s CEO has heard a lot about offering lump sum windows as a method of de-risking a pension plan. He has stated at a recent strategy meeting that the company would not benefit from doing so.

(i) Critique the CEO’s statement.

(ii) Propose one alternative strategy that the company could implement under each of the following categories to de-risk the plan:

- Plan Design
- Funding/Investment Policy
- Liability Management

Commentary on Question:
For subpart (i), credit was awarded for a properly justified response, regardless of whether the candidate agreed or disagreed with the CEO.

For subpart (ii), other alternatives were accepted for full credit as long as they were applicable to Eureka’s circumstances.

(i) The CEO is likely correct in his assessment.

Eureka is to adopt a cash balance plan similar to AHA’s. AHA’s plan already provides a lump sum as an optional form of benefit distribution. If Eureka implemented a lump sum window, they would likely not experience a high participation rate because of this existing provision, and therefore would not be successful in de-risking the pension plan.
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(ii)
- Plan Design – Freeze benefit accruals
- Funding/Investment Policy – Limit equity exposure
- Liability Management – Transfer risk by purchasing annuities (buy out) on retirees

(e) AHA was provided with Eureka’s January 1, 2025 funding report which included the following disclosures to comply with ASOP 51.

- A decrease in interest rates would significantly erode the funded status of a traditional defined benefit plan.
- Enclosed in the appendix are the numerical results of scenario tests, sensitivity tests, and stochastic modeling to evaluate the impact of varying inflation rates on the funded status.
- The company has approved the use of an 11% discount rate for use in determining the pension liability.
- The financial results shown exclude the impact of the intended acquisition of BKT, a major competitor of Eureka, which will be announced at the end of next fiscal year.

Critique each of the statements included in the disclosure with respect to its compliance with ASOP 51.

**Commentary on Question:**

Full credit required a response consisting of (a) stating / paraphrasing the relevant ASOP 51 guidance and (b) determining whether the statement meets the guidance. Credit was awarded if candidates addressed sections of ASOP 51 other than the ones shown below provided that they were relevant.

(i) ASOP 51 requires the actuary to take into account circumstances specific to the plan. The statement pertains to a traditional defined benefit plan while Eureka’s pension plan is a cash balance plan.

(ii) ASOP 51 requires the actuary to take into account the degree to which the methods and models reflect the nature, scale, and complexity of the plan. The actuary may take into account practical considerations such as usefulness, reliability, timeliness, and cost efficiency. The use of multiple scenario tests, sensitivity tests, and stochastic modeling to evaluate the risk on only one of many economic variables seems to be excessive.
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(iii) ASOP 51 requires the actuary to identify assumptions that conflict with the actuary's professional judgment of reasonableness. An 11% discount rate chosen to determine pension liability seems high given a risk-free rate of 3% and market risk premium of 4%.

(iv) ASOP 51 does not require the actuary to disclose confidential information. The intended acquisition of BKT has not yet been publicly announced.
8. **Learning Objectives:**

1. The candidate will understand the types of risks faced by an entity and be able to identify and analyze these risks.

4. The candidate will understand the approaches for managing risks and how an entity makes decisions about appropriate techniques.

**Learning Outcomes:**

(1c) Identify and assess the potential impact of risks faced by an entity, including but not limited to market risk, currency risk, credit risk, counterparty risk, spread risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, equity risk, hazard/insurance risk, inflationary risk, environmental risk, pricing risk, product risk, operational risk, project risk and strategic risk.

(4b) Demonstrate means for transferring risk to a third party, and estimate the costs and benefits of doing so.

**Sources:**

Pension Risk Transfer -- pg. 1-7, 11-46

Corporate Pension Risk Management and Corporate Finance: Bridging the Gap between Theory and Practice in Pension Risk Management

**Commentary on Question:**

_This question was intended to test the candidate’s knowledge of pension risk transfer topics._

**Solution:**

(a) Explain the differences between the PBO, EL, and the cost of purchasing group annuity contracts.

**Commentary on Question:**

_Candidates generally performed well on this part._

The projected benefit obligation (PBO) is the present value of all plan participants’ pension benefits, assuming future salary increases, which is held on the corporate balance sheet. The PBO is calculated using assumptions prescribed under US GAAP, which reflect only the participants’ anticipated future benefit payments. The PBO generally does not reflect additional risks and costs associated with sponsoring and maintaining a pension plan, such as the risks of credit defaults and downgrades, mortality risk, plan administrative expenses, investment fees and PBGC premiums.

The true economic liability (EL) of the plan can be thought of as the PBO plus all additional risks and costs hidden from the balance sheet position.
8. Continued

The cost of purchasing a group annuity contract would take into account the value of the true EL and then add the settlement premium, which is an amount added to reflect the uncertainty or risk associated with the defined benefit plan that is taken on by the insurer.

(b) Pierre LeGrouse asks for your opinion regarding the group annuity cost of $525 million for the pensioners.

(i) Calculate the EL of the pensioners. Show your work.

(ii) Assess whether or not the group annuity cost is beneficial for SLIC. Justify your answer.

Commentary on Question:

Many candidates performed poorly on subpart (i) by omitting one or more of the adjustments to the PBO.

Due to the existence of various methodologies for estimating the discount rate impact, full credit could be earned for subpart (i) through the use of any reasonable method.

Candidates could receive credit for subpart (ii) regardless of the answer to part (i) as long as a comparison was done between the EL and the annuity cost and an accurate conclusion was drawn given the candidate’s answer for part (i).

(i)

Pensioner PBO = $500
Mortality Adjustment = 500 x 4% = $20
Discount Rate Adjustment = 500 x 9/100 x (4 – 3.65) = $15.75
PV of Fixed Costs Associated with Pensioners = $8.5
EL of Pensioners = $500 + $20 + $15.75 + $8.5 = $544.25

(ii)

The annuity cost of $525 is beneficial to SLIC because it is lower than the EL of $544.25. This can be interpreted as the group annuity pricing having a "negative" settlement premium.
8. Continued

(c) SLIC needs to issue additional debt in 2020 to fund a new product. LeGrouse is concerned that a group annuity buy-out for pensioners will increase the company’s cost of capital.

Calculate the change in the company’s debt-to-equity ratio due to the group annuity buy-out for the pensioners. Show your work.

**Commentary on Question:**
For the “Before Buy-Out” calculation, most candidates neglected to remove the Net Pension Obligation from the Total Liability before adding the Pension Liability. For the “After Buy-Out” calculation, many candidates incorrectly adjusted both the assets and liabilities by the cost of the group annuity contract. Full credit was awarded even if candidates neglected to calculate the delta, provided the rest of the calculations were correct.

\[
\text{D/E before Buy-Out} \\
\text{Total Assets + Pension Assets} = 9,000 + 950 = 9,950 \\
\text{Total Liability – Net Pension Obligation + Pension Liability} = 6,000 – 50 + 1,000 = 6,950 \\
\text{Total Equity} = 9,950 - 6,950 = 3,000 \\
\text{D/E} = 6,950 / 3,000 = 2.3167 \\
\]

\[
\text{D/E after Buy-Out} \\
\text{Total Assets + Pension Assets – Cost of Group Annuity Contract} = 9,000 + 950 - 525 = 9,425 \\
\text{Total Liability – Net Pension Obligation + Pension Liability – Pensioner PBO} = 6,000 – 50 + 1,000 - 500 = 6,450 \\
\text{Total Equity} = 9,425 - 6,450 = 2,975 \\
\text{D/E} = 6,450 / 2,975 = 2.1681 \\
\]

\[
\text{Delta} = 2.1681 – 2.3167 = -0.1486 \\
\]

(d) Describe three alternative pension risk transfer techniques that SLIC could implement.

**Commentary on Question:**
Most candidates listed alternative PRT techniques without providing descriptions. Many candidates listed PRT techniques which did not apply to SLIC (for example, lump sum offering to vested terminations – SLIC doesn’t have any VTs).
8.  **Continued**

Annuity Buy-In: In a buy-in transaction, a group annuity contract is purchased by the plan sponsor and is held as an asset within the plan. The plan sponsor makes a single purchase for the group annuity contracts and then the contract makes aggregate monthly benefit payments back to the pension trust. The plan continues to administer the benefit payments to the annuitants.

Reduce or Eliminate Future Benefit Accruals: The plan sponsor may alter the plan formula to reduce the future accruals earned under the plan or freeze compensation and/or service accruals.

Longevity Swaps: Longevity swaps are constructed by a financial services provider who agrees to make the actual benefit payments to the trustee in return for an agreed upon fixed stream of payments.